
Charles G. Bell, 126b'''Caii3y3n Road, or St. John's College 
Santa Fe, Ne^r Mexico 87501

SYMBOLIC HISTORY — Through Sight and Sound
35t Betveen Wars — 20th Century, Art and Politics

1) Rembrandt 1656, Jacob Blessing the Sons of Joseph, State Gallery, Kassel 
(video begins vith detail) 

la) Same, detail (vith video lb and other details)
MUSICt Albert 1640, from Recitative, Kirchenkantata, "Bist du nicht. --- mit deinen Gaben", (Tinavre) Col.7073 D, Side 7

Begin vith the style-plateau of Europe, Rembrandt, 1656, 
Jacob blessing the sons of Joseph, in the century of 
Descartes and Newton (in music this Albert), when rational 
science, chordal harmony, representational art, seemed to 
constitute a divine order — Henry Moore:

That spiritual object, which we call space... 
represents for us... the true and universal nature of 
the continuous divine presence... (end Recitativ^^

Daughters of E.D. Boit, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston ' Bos?Sn (upplr Stewart Gardner, Kus. of Fine Arts
2b) Again 2, Daughters of Boit, detail

Ill ^ ”»e, John Hay
^SIC: Hugo Wolf 1896^^0var dein Haus (Rita~ Streich) D.Gram. 138641

From this 1882 group portrait, through the First World
f

War, Sargent kept up the grand manner of figures lighted in
space. But against Rembrandt or Velasquez, these daughters
of Boit in their Paris drawing room (with the music of Hugo
wold) seem as spaced out as the children of Henry James.
When a reality which once affirmed God and world has become
BO spectral, (fade Wolf) how is it to be maintained?

a3) Gino Seyerini 1915, The Armored Train, detail, R. Zeisler, NYC 
[video only] b3) Andre Derain 1905, Le Faubourg, Collioure, priv. coll'n, 

Paris
3) Double: Again a3, Severini's Train, whole; and Picasso 1938, Girl with 

Cock, Museum of Art, Baltimore 
3a) Again 3B, Picasso, Girl with Cock j
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MUSIC; Varese 1922# frorn-Americnie (Utah)# Vanguard SRV~274 SD

All during Sargent's lifetime and in all arts (Varese's double- 
edged clang of Amerioue# 1922)# the converse vave had been 
moxinting# through Cezanne# Post-Impfessionist# Fauve# to the 
dissolving ecstasy of Ltuninism# Blaue Reiter# Futurism — this
1915 Severini (left)# where an armored train elides into rapture.

%And when Picasso (right)# in the throes of a Europe bungling 
through Fascism to Second War# struck back# it was not by realism, 
but by the cleaver of post-Dada attack — this Girl with a Cock
of 1938.

[video only) a4) G. Kolbe (Nazi) c. 1935, Great Fighter
[video only] b4) Boccione 1913, Unique Form of Continuity in Space, bronze, 

Civic Gallery of Modern Art, Milan 
4) Double: b4, Boccione's Continuity; & a4, Kolbe's Fighter 
4a) Reginald Marsh 1932, Tattoo & Haircut, Art Institute, Chicago 
[video only] 4b) Marsh 1934, Negroes on Rockavay Beach, Whitney Museum of 

American Art, NYC
4c) Again 4, Double, Conti^iuiiy & Fighter, upper detail 
[video only] 4d) Again a4. Fighter, detail 
[video only] 4e) Again b4. Continuity, detail

Though Establishment# even into nightmare times# resisted 
modernism (whether of Yea or Nay)# as if it sabotaged old claims _

V

this 1913 Boccione (left)# "Unique Form of Continuity in Space."
(fade Varese)

No wonder# as the Free Enterprise flivver went into Depression- 
shimmies and mass cults took over (Mussolini# Stalin# Hitler# the 
milder New Deal)# they backed art-reaffirmation of nature and man.

This 1935 Kolbe "Great Fighter" (right) damns the whole Boccione 
experiment. Yet how like# in that wilful assertion which pushed 
with Futurists toward the First# with Fascists toward the 
Second World War.

Must not both wear like a shadow some Hollow Man suppressed 
anaemia: "Here we go round the prickly pear/. ..At five o'clock 
in the morning"?
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a5) Maurice Utrillo C.1910, Rue des Abesses, Paris, Whitney Collection, NYC 
[slide only] b5) Derain 1906, Charing Cross Bridge, Private Colection, New York City 5
[video only] c5) Picasso 19b8, Standing Figure, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
5) Utrillo 1910-12, Rue du Chevalier de. la Barre, Coll'n. of Richard 

Seewald (with video detail)

For there was a euphoria (from Revolutibn through romantic, 
symbolist, modern, which it was always possible, by, temperament, 
drink, or Pascalian vertigo, to slip off of ~ Hindemith, from 1922.
So alcoholic Utrillo's pre-war Paris clouds the Fauve-bright 
scene -- like the Boston of Eliot's "Prufrock":

Streets that follow like a tedious argument Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwhelming question...O, do not ask, "What is it?"Let us go and make our visit.

6) c. 1919?, Woman in a Large Hat, R. Lehman Collection, NYC
(with video detail)

Modigliani too, by addiction and consumption, fell beyond 
Picasso's Blue and Rose into the enervations of that Lady whose 
Portrait Pound — "your mind and you are our Sargasso 
Sea", and "she is dying piecemeal/ of a sort of emotional anaemia" — 
would turn over to Eliot* "Eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase", 
and "I shall sit here, serving tea to friends".

(end Hindemith, sehr lanasam)
[slide only] a7) Kandinsky 1913, Improvisation 30 (Cannon), Art Institute •*'“ 

of Chicago[video only] a*?) Kandinsky 1914, Picture with 3 Spots, Guggenheim Museum,
NYC

7) Double: Again a7, Kandinsky, Improvisation 30; & 1927, Points of an Arc, 
private collection (with video details)

7a) Again 7B, Kandinsky Arc Points _______ ^________ ____________________
MUSIC* Hindemith 1922-3, Same sonato, 4th Mvt, "Rasendes", Mace 
------------------------------------------------------ MCS 9075

Kandinsky's early elation (left) had turned foreseen destruction
to a Symbolist Sieg Heil: this 1913 Improvisation with firing 
cannon and toppling materialist towers. But Kandinsky himself 
after Versailles (all those little doomed democracies carved
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for exploitation out of defeated empires) Kandinsky (right) 
tightened inebriation to a geometric aftermathi while the climax 
movement of the same 1922 Hindemith, strait-jackets pre-war
iconoclasm.

F.A. Breuhaus, Bonn
Such the foreboding drumbeat Hofer, in 1920 Berlin, would bring 

from Cubism and the blood-depletion of war. AgaiVi Eliot had 
penetrated to that skeletal mood in 1911 Paris; "Rhapsody on a 
windy Night":

Every steet lamp that I pass 
Beats like a fatalistic drum.
The last twist of the knife. (end Hindemith, "Rasendes")

a9) Salvator Dali 1935, Nostalgic Echo, coll'n L.M. Maitland, close detail 
b9) Clovis Trouille c. 1940?, Mon Tombeau, detail, artist's coll'n (with video detail of bats)
9) Again a9, Dali's Echo, whole (with closer video detail)

In The Waste Land Eliot seems to have foreshadowed also the
Dali smart Surreal, this 1935 Nostalgic Echo, with its bell-clap^^ 
woman and skip-roping inversion;

A woman drew her long black hair out tight 
And fiddled whisper music on those strings 
And bats with baby faces in the violet light 
Whistled, and beat their wings
And crawled head downward down a blackened wall
And upside down in air were towers
Tolling reminiscent bells, that kept the hours
And voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells.

10) Mack Senne’tt c. 1917, Bathing Beauties, Mus. Mod. Art, NYC (with video 
detail)

As for Dali, after*Spain and Paris,, he was now sharing in 
the continental fruitcake of America, everything from Rock of 
Gibralter East to the Zaniest shenanigans of Hollywood — this 
Mack Sennet 1917 Bathing Beauties; and what is Santa going to 
give those girls anyway? a bag of diapers?
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11) John Marin 1922, Lower Manhattan, watercolor. Museum of Modern Art, NYC
____(with video detail)_____________ __________ ____________________________

Yet the Ea^t too was pulsing with the vibrance of capital
expanding as never before toward boom and bust — staid insurance
companies housing JveS and Wallace Stevens, while John Marin
caught this 1922 Lower Manhattan, the sun going off Like an atonic
bomb at the heart of it. Such affirmation as William Carlos
Williams risked in his 1917 "El Hombre":

It's a strange courage 
you give me ancient star:

“ shine alone in the sunrise 
toward which you lend no p^rt!

al2) 20th cent.. Swimming pool at the Hearst Castle, San Simeon, CA12) Double: Inigo Jones Etc. 1647-52, Double Cube Room, Wilton House, 
England; & Assembly room, Hearst**s San Simeon (1919)

12*a) Single of 12B, Hearst *s Assembly room________________ _______________
While incalculable fortunes rose and deployed themselves, 

not yet for the modern, but in the acquisition and pastiche-display 
of Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque. Beside the ornate refinement of 
Inigo,Jones' mid-17th century Double-Cube Room, Wilton House near 
Salisbury (left), how ecclectic the ostentation of the Assembly 
Room at ;5an Simeon, where William Randolph Hearst sat at the hub 
of a tabloid ,empire to receive his guests. Did the infinitely 
varied surge and intemperance of that America admit of any limits jt; 
at ali?

al3) Nigerian (Olowe of Ise) 1895, Reception of first British Administrator 
to visit Ekiti, carved doors from Palace of Ogoda, British Museum, 
London, detail13) Same, Carved doors, whole (video various details)--------------------
MUSIC, central Africa, Burundi chant avec clthare (vhlsper-so^

By will or fate we had subsumed everything the conquering 
West had dreamed or brought of against what was not yet called 
the Third world:— this Reception of the first British administra 
tor in Ekiti, Nigeria — Captain Ambrose like a sick bird, with
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his shackled bearers, confronting the Uoruba chief with his 
wives and elders. (fade Burundi>

Jttterbugglng In a Jake Joint, Clarksdale,
MUSICt Duke Ellington Orchestra 1938. from Battle of Swing' ' ' - jjazz II tape, A.475)

But would not Kurtz meteoring down to the Heart of Darkness 
symbolize the reverse conquest of beat rythm seeding New World 
and Old with reckless revitalization — these indomitable Blacks 

to a Juke Box in Clarksdale, Mississippi, 1939
.A'

(why not to Duke Ellington's "Battle of Swing", lately the
rage of Paris?) (end Ellinoton)

15) Photoi Margaret Bourke-White 1937, -At the Tine of the Louisville 
----Flooa-, Eastman House, Rochester. NY (with video A.t.Hsi

_Blues, Odetta (from Blind Lemon Jefferson#) I just can't kfeep
from cryln' sometimes. RCA LPM 2573

all post*>Nretzschean modern, that wild release transvalues 
the caustic betrayal of enlightened and romantic hope. This 1937 
photograph is entitled "At the Time of the Louisville Flood", 
but the seeking blacks against that slogan-sale of the American 
Way, might project from any Depression city the job or soup lines 
of a crazed economy, everywhere veering toward violence.

16) Photo 1938, Mussolini & Hitler parading on Hitler's visit to Italy,
Florence (with video details) (cf» Atomic Age a76)*

I wa’s in Florence during Hitler's 1938 visit. The Italians 
hated the Germans, but Welcome signs plastered the walls. From 
windows, not to be raised above five centimeters, we saw the great 
car pass between banks of soldiers, the Duce and FUhrer side by side, 
one acting for the crowd, the other for his own romantic heart.
On every lamp-post loud-speakers had been hung, form which (to 
offset Italians shouting for Mussolini) volleyed a raucous "Heil ^ 
Hitler, Heil Hitler?" The corporal waved acceptance. As the car 
passed, the real cry eased, while the record-rehearsing
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■legaphones boomed "Hile Hitler, Heil Hitler" ad absurdum.
Italian cleverness! But who was being deceived?

17J^Hans^Hofmann Mfe's Picture History of World War ii
wSSo S2an) ' Fantasia, University Art Museum, Berkeley, CA (with

?95fGallery, Nev YorX 
Of ArtV New ^ Square: "Ascending", Whi tney Museum
MUSIC: Schonberq 1936, Fourth Quartet, opening. Vox SVBX 590. sidP> s

From that vortex beyond the human, of which Chaplin would make
fun and history destruction, the arts, the races banned as 
degenerate: this Hofman color Fantasia of 1943, with its stressed 
discoveries of pure "push and pull...force and counterforce"; 
SchOnberg'E 1936 twelve-tone Fourth Quartet: the very sciences of 
relativity and indeterminacy, also accused of decadence _ these
regrouped in America for a love-feast of modernity — euphoric 
transvaluation of earth-upheaval. Had what was exiled constituted 
a kind of "Drunken Boat" danger: or search through danger for 
radical renewal: or was it the protraction of a now fashionable 
mode? Could it be all in one? (fade_SchSnber£)

18) Provencal Rom'q c. 1160, Bearded Apostle (head), Gilles-du-Garde, near Arles (with video detail)_______________ _____
MUSIC: Leonin c.llSO, from Alleluva, at "In Azimus "(Oberlin etc.)
-- • ■ ■■ ..... — MHS 676 (Band 2)

"Eternity," said Bernard of Tours, called Silvestris, "is
I

that from which time must be bom and into which it must be 
resolved." But not all our art-stripping could revive the force 
with which spirit first buttressed (over the bare-fifth voids of 
Romanesque) the almost demonic stare of body overmastered by 
God’s word. (fade Leonin)

19) J. Dietrich 1738, St. Augustine (head), Diessen am Ammersee, Bavaria 
(with video detail)
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MUSIC: Bach 1733-8# from Quoniani, B Minor Mass (Karayan etc.)
■ --------------------------------  Angel '3500 C

Nor our sensuous cultivation# our fulness of techniques and 
knowledge# restore the sanctifying order of earth and man, which 
the 1700's rhetoric of Baroque (here Dietrich and Bach) tirelessly 
proclaims. (fade Quoniam)

20) Rouault 1925, The Apprentice (self portrait). Museum of Modern Art, 
Paris (with video detail)20a) Rouault 1932, Christ Mocked, Museum of Modern Art, Paris (with video detail)____ ______________________
MUSIC: Satie 1918, close of Socrate, Angel S-36846

In conscious disclaimer of that plenitude# Rouault's simulation 
of stained glass# or this close of Satie's Socrate does not 
resume the clean force of the pre-personal, its soil is broken
romantic# Eliot's 1911-12 "Prufrock": "I am no prophet _ and
here's no great matter" (close Satie) — a debility perfected by 
1925 in "The Hollow Men": "...We are the stuffed men/ Leaning 
together/ Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!" ... "Waking alone/
At the hour when we are/Trembling with tenderness/ Lips that 
would kiss/ Form prayers to broken stone." Between "This broken 
jaw of our lost kingdoms" and faith "Falls the Shadow/ Life is 
very Ipnq... For Thine is/ Life is/ For thine is the/ This is 
^he way the world ends...Not with ^ bang but a whimper."

Had the spirit and exhuberance of the past worn down to 
Eliot's neo-skeptic return to high church and state?

of"Moal: irtf'NYC** Dancer Accompanies Herself vlth her Shaaowe, Mus.
Hashlnston, Art Musenm, Portlana, & American Gothic, Art Institute, Chicago 21a) Again 21B, Wood's Gothic (with video details)

Again 21A, Maurer's Washington2l£j John Stuart Curry 1937. The Mississippi, eitv Mnsenm. st. Louis
By 1916 cliques of Americans had turned (with Gertrude Stein) 

to clever or pained debunking, if Man Ray and Schamberg carried
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it with the wit of Dada» poor Maurer (left)» who scarificed 
Impressionist success to the Cubism of Paris, gave that reduction 
a melancholy of his own: this George Washington of 1932, year of 
the artist's suicide.

Appropriate to a time of Crash and Depression, that such
anaemia on the abstract side should be countered on the realist
by Grant Wood's 1930 American Gothic (right), its make-believe
of pitch-fork father and spinster daughter (ironically aproned
in circles and dots) prime for Eliot's slide through The Waste Landt

I think we are in rat's alley
Where the dead men lost their bones —

to the dry conversion of Ash-Wednesday (also of 1930) —
Although I do not hope to turn again 
Although I do not hope..iWavering between the profit and the loss...

Yet in the realistic fiction of that horizon, Mississippi 
Faulkner could sweep the impenetrable gloom of The Sound and 
the Fury, Absalom, Wild Palms on an affirming thunderhead of 
hallucinated prose: ___

22) Marie Hull 1936, An American Citizen (John Wesley Washington), Artist's
collection (with video detail) ^ w c*.22a) John McCrady c. 1936?, Swing Low Sweet Chariot, City Art Museum, St.

_____Louis, MO---------------------------—--------------------- ----—-----
, . . Because if memory

exists outside of the flesh it wont be memory because 
it wont know what it remembers so when she became not 
then half of memory became not and if I become then all of remembering will cease to Yes, he
thought, between grief and nothing I will take grie .

Marie Hull, Mississippi painter to be caught up later in the 
excitement of the New York School, is no art-equivalent. Though 
this portrait, from the Depression, of "An American Citizen" 
(another Washington), has the stamp of Faulkner's indomitable 
Blacks— in Dilsey's church, the monkey-like preacher with the 

great voice:
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0 breddred! I sees de doom crack an hears de golden 
horns shoutin down de glory# en de arisen dead vhut 
got de blood en*de ricklickshun of de Lamb.

a23) Robinson Jeffers 1958# Photo by Edward Weston[video only] b23) Photo Sept. 26, 1918, Mobile Railroad Gun at Baleycourt,
U.S. Official War Pictures , . n ^ ^ ,c23) Photo May 3, 1939, World War II, Chungking (China) bombed by Japan,
Life»e Picture History -d23) Photo: Crab Nebula in Taurus, remnant of Super-nova observed by
Chinese in 1054 AD ^e23) Robinson Jeffers' Stone Tower, Carmel, CA (CGB 83) f23) Yeats' Ballylee Tower with bridge (CGB '80)23) Morris Graves 1940. Blind Bird. Museum of Modern Art, New York C_i^--

West of the Black sway, Jeffers attempted a Dionysiac crucible
of terror*

He brays h\imanity in a mortar to bring the savor 
From the bruised root...
I have seen these ways of God...Unmeasured power, incredible passion, enormous craft:

... a certain measure in phenomena:The fountains of the boiling stars, the flowers on the 
foreland, the ever-returning roses of dawn.

As if three pockets of the English speaking world had approached 
tragic resonance* Jeffers' Carmel coast, Faulkner's Mississippi, 
and (above the rest) the Ireland of William Butler Yeats. Yet
these were word-kindlings, loosely linked to any art-stirrings
from the same or other soil ~ as from Seatle, Graves' 1940

V Blind Bird.
24) Frank Lloyd Wright 1936, Falling Water, Bear Run, PA24a) F.L. Wright 1936, Falling Water, South elevation. Night
24b) Photo: Windsor ruins near Port Gibson, MI (CGB '80)---------------

Who is greater than Frank Lloyd Wright? Yet he defies the
tragic. Can even his masterpiece, this 1936 house cantilevered
over Falling Water, lift the ruins of time to an eternal sphere,

all presences abide? It is what Yeats does in poems of
those years ~ "The Curse of Cromwell"*

I came on a great house in middle of the night,^
Its open lighted doorway and its windows all alight.
And all my friends were there and made me welcome too;But I woke in an old ruin that the winds howled through; 
And when I pay attention I must out and walk Among the dogs and horses that xinderstand my talk.

O what of that, O what of that.
What is there left ^ say?
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25) Mondrian 1902, Trees on tKe R*»indetail)______________ on the Gein, Gemeentemuseum, The Hague (vith video
Begin again.

MUSIC. ------- ,
Can ve typefy the style-current of the first third of the" 

century? Mondrian would »,ove in twenty years from this 1902
I«>tch landscape to a ruled abstraction of white and primary color 
equares. In the comparable break with tonal harmony, Pebussy, 
up to 1890 was refining French Romantic

?vlth^vtdeo Farmhouse, Gemeentemuseum, The Hague

towards musical Impressionism, while art sought an abstract 
color-music.

Yet what Of the ratios on which music had relied? The ear 
knows them by wave-overlay. but seeing blurs proportion, whether 
Of space or color frequency. No wonder visual harmony has mostly 
stretched representation. In this 1906 Mondrian (from four years 
later than the first), landscape feels its way toward geometry.

(end Nocturne)
Mondrian c. 1911-1?, Horizontal Tree, Sidney .T.nis Gallery, w.w v„,.

^SlCi^bussv loot. PaooHe.. unin^, ^t. PHC t ,n.,
si* ">ore years Mondrian climaxes that search for the 

form underlay of nature, indeed the background of this Horizontal 
Tree already admits the cubism of Paris.

With pebussy, a oomparable span might take us to the gamelan 
inspired Pagodas of 1903.

detfu)^ Composition, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (vith videodetail
Almost within a year Mondrian had dissolved the espalliered 
tree (with other natural objects) into a complex of straight and 
curved lines forming planes of blue and tan - for which the title
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now can only be "Composition". It is the pre-war climax of 
abstract experiment. (fade Pagodes)

[slide only] a29) Mondrian Double: 1921 Composition with Red, Yellow and
Blue, The Hague; & 1922 Composition 2, Guggenheim Museum, New York City 

29) Single a29A, Mondrian Red, Yellow Si.Blue (with video details)__________
MUSIC: Debussy 1915, from Etudes, Pour les notes repetees

Debussy did not live into the reductive tightening of the post
war twenties, in which, from 1921 to 1933, Mondrian’held to a
canon of perpendicular black lines, ruled on white and edged
with primary-color rectangles — though Debussy's last studies,
the Etudes of 1915, move that way.

Is Mondrian's abstract stripping the main stream of the time?
And what is its content? Before I knew Wil.liam Carlos Williams,
I cited his "Between Walls" for such indirection:

Between Walls
the black wings 
of the
hospital where nothing

a30) Mondrian 1942-3, Broadway Boogie Woogie, Museum of Modern Art, NYC 30) Mondrian 1943-44 (unfinished). Victory Boogie Woogie, Coll’n Tremaine, 
Meriden, Conn.____________________ __________________ _________________

will grbw lie 
cinders...
in- %diich shine 
the broken
pieces of a green 
bottle

Though when I asked him afterwards if that shattered glass spoke 
mere fragmentation, or the outcrop of beauty even from the 
sterile — he, who hated to explain poetry, groaned: "I meant 
the latter."

So Mondrian in New York, 1943, brought the vibrance
\

of what he now called Boogie-Woogie, to this final unfinished 
diamond entitled "Victory Boogie-Woogie". (fade Etudes)
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31) Duncan Grant 1910, Portrait of James Strachey, Tate Gallery, London 
(with video detail

MUSIC; Vaughan Williams 1914, from London Symphony, into the 2nd mvt.,
" -------------------------------- London LL 569

We cannot deny the trend of reattachment. Duncan Grant, born in 
India, trained in Paris, painter of the Bloomsbury group, might seer, 
at first drawn to the abstract. Into the Edwardian realism of this
1910 portrait of James Strachey, secure in its heritage from 
Pre-Raphaelite and Degas —

32j._D_.._Grant 1912, Still Life, Courtauld Institute, London________ _______
he has absorbed, in this Still Life of 1912, Cezanne. Perhaps 
the early work of Vaughan Williiuns, as from the London Symphony, 
finished in 1914, has some such blend of romantic and modern, 
expressed in a richly |>ersonal idiom.

33} D. Grant 1913, The Tub, Tate Gallery, London (with video detail)_______
But Grant, by the next year, under the tutelage especially of
Matisse, ventured further into the modern experiment than
Vaughan Williams, perhaps, ever would. Surely the painter's
admirers must have thought him launched into the proper orbit of
the century, (fade London Symphony) After the First War, however,
he made an about face and gave the rest of his life

34) D. Grant 1940, Haystack before trees, Tate Gallery, London 
34a) Nolde c. 1945?, Surf, Kunsthalle, Hamburg

to a modern reconstitution of the realistic English landscape.
It was the sort of affirmation Vaughan, Williams aimed at in

the Fifth Symphony shift to E major.
MUSIC; Vaughan Williams 1943, Symphony No. 5. 1st Mvt, major theme
* ^ ------------- Angel 35952

How crucial xs that earth—rallying to the decades of Between—war?
(fade Vaughan Williams)
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35) Double: Wyndham Levis 1913, Composition, drawing, Tate Gallery, London;
and 1937, Red Portrait (oil), Grosvenor Gallery, London (with video detail)__________________________ __ _____________________ _

Even Wyndham Levis, Blast and Tyro of English avant-garde, would 
move from the Vorticist iconoclasm of his 1912-14 Compositions, to
the representational i>ortraits of the •30's, this in red, a haunted 
recording of the very aesthetic anaemia, the very people his pen
vas satyrizing in The Apes of God.

36) Picasso 1901, Harlequin Leaning on his Elbow, Met. Mus., NYC (with 
video detail)[slide only] 36a) Picasso 1905, Acrobat's Family with a Monkey, Goeteberg 
Museum, Sweden

What of Picasso, style-maker of the century, — with 
the only musician who rivalled his art-surprises? As Hugo 
Leichtentritt wrote, "There is not one Stravinsky) there are ten."

MUSIC: Stravinsky 1907 & ff, from Pastorale, Col M 30579
Picasso leads the way. This Harlequin anticipation of Blue and 
Rose is from 1901} whereas the earliest Stravinsky cognate seems 
the 1907 Pastorale (here in a later setting for violin and 
wind quartet). (end Pastorale)

a37) Picasso 1907, Buste de Femme ou de Marin, Picasso Museum, Paris
37) Picasso .1907/ Head (sketch for Les Demaiselles d'Avignon), priv. 

coll 'n.
MUSIC: Stravinsky 1912-13, from Sacre du Printemps, Col.MG ST 31202

Picasso's eruption of force advances from 1906-09, through the
t

Negroid to the violent beginnings of Cubism. Stravinsky peaks 
his upheaval a few years later in the Rite of Spring, (fade)

38) Picasso 1921, Three Musicians, Museum of Modern Art, NYC (with video
detail) ___________________ ___________________________________________

IfflSIC: Stravinsky 1922-23, Octet for Wind Instrumf^nts. from 2nd Mvt,
“ --------------------- ---------- !— Close, Col M-30579

The post-war cleverness of cubism pervaded by the irony of 
Dada and-Jazz, ties Picasso's 1921 "Three Musicians" to Stravinsky's 
Octet for Wind Instrxaments, a year or so after, (fade Octet)
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a39) Picasso 1932, The Dream, Ganz Coll'n., Nev York, upper detail
39) Same, Picasso’s Dream, vhole (vith video detail)

MUSIC» Stravinsky 1939-40, Symphony in C, 2nd mvt, nr.opening,—-- ------------- -------------- ' Deutsche Gram. 2530 267-
For the correlations of Picaisso's Classical delight and of his 

Guernica terror, the Stravinsky time-sequence appears crossed. This 
Dream of 1932 (what would fetch daughter Maia from the vibrant new 
model Maria-Therese) looks toward Stravinsky's most pellucid re
shaping of the Classical, the 1940 Symphony in C. (fade 'C* Symph.)

40) Picasso 1934, Bullfight, Ganz Collection, NY (with video detail)
MUSIC; Stravinsky 1927, Oedipus Rex, from Epilogue. Col M 31129

By 1934, Picasso's Bullfight series was prophetically warming up 
(with Fascist Europe) for the Guernica. But Stravinsky's tragic 
blast had come earlier, as in this Oedipus Epilogue, of 1927 — 
before his classical lightening, (fade Oedipus Rex)

[video only] a41) Picasso 1924, Paul in a Clown's Suit, Coll'n of the 
artist

41) Double; Picasso 19^23-4, Bird Cage, V.M. Ganz, NY; and a41, Paul in a 
Clown's Suit ^

Clearly, in the dialogue of abstract flight and earth-return, 
Picasso plays an ambiguous role — Picasso, who within a 
year (1923-4), had always the style-choice of putting space 
together, as in this clown portrait o£ his son Paul (right); 
or of wrenching it apart, as in this post-cubistic "Bird Cage" 
(left) ~ without any implied polemic of world loss or recapture.

42) Conrad Witz 1444, Miraculous Draught of Fishes, Museum of Art, Geneva (with video details)
In Western history, however, the representational conquest has 

been no matter of indifference, but a reality of power. Let
' five boating scenes plot that odyssey.

In Conrad Witz* 1444 Miraculous Draught of Fishes (cf. Luke 5), 
with Christ's Walking on the Waves and Peter's sinking (cf. Mathew 
14; blended in John 21), Renaissance observation has taken its
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stand in sacred legend, which opens to the delight of the
Lake, shpre an4 mountains near the city of Geneva — a birth of
nature in the miraculous, real by timeless suspension (everything
mirrored in the water but the risen Christ).

43a)^Same^“qfor» Malta, Nat. Gal., London
Same, Storm detail (video, another detail

In our second the ship is going to pieces on the rocks. It
is Paul's shipwreck on Malta, closing the Classical world, as the
shipwreck of Odysseus had opened it.

Acts; There arose a tempestuous wind, Euroclydon... and falling into a place where two seas met they ran 
the ship aground...but the hinder part was beaten with 
the violence of the waves...and some on boards, some 
on broken pieces of the ship...they escaped all safe to land.

But what fills Elsheimer's Shakespearean scene is the night 
violence of ocean:

(Othello) What from the cape can you discern at sea... 
(Winter s Tale) The ship...swallowed with yeast and 
froth, as you'd thrust a cork into a hogshead...

A world real by Cartesian and Apocalyptic ambivalence.
Hunting in the Estuary, Gallery Quirini- ----Stampalla, Venice (with video detail)

In Longhi's 1760 Duck Hunting in the Venetian Estuary, the 
sacred sanction has receded. Secular pleasure stands on its own. 
Even the shadowed, heroic might it received from spatial formula
tion under religious war (as in Rembrandt) has lightened to 
the wit of the salon century. Though that comic ease holds the
great claims of nature and man in the moderation of aristocratic 
propriety.

45) W.S. Mount 1845, Eel Spearing at Setauket, NY State Historical 
Association, Cooperstown, NY (with video detail)
Worth^^”^^*” a River, Amon Carter Museum, Fort

With Mount's Eel Spearing, the earthly hope has staked out 
romantic holdings in the New World. How quietly radiant the
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Transcendental pervasion: (Thoreau) "The morning wind forever 
blows, the poem of creation is uninterrupted." If Longhi's four 
servants have been replaced by a black woman, she is the Queegueg 
who handles the gig, while the white boy paddles — proto
type for Buck and Jim, Only a throb of sentiment hints how near 
we are to the breaking of earth's over-extended claim. What 
child of the Mississippi (or Brandywine) could rekindle
such radiance today? Has not history itself imposed another 
search by making (most of all in the New World) that vulnerable
ecology of individual wish and joy a laughter to the gods?

46) Paul Klee 1923, Scene from a Comic Operatic Fantasy "The Seafarer", 
Frau Trix Durst-Haas, BasJLe, Switzerland46a) Same, Comic Opera, detail (with closer video detail)

It is by no mere caprice that when Paul Klee (1923) took up 
the boating and spearing, day becomes such dream-night as in 
Joyce's Anna Livia Plurabelle (pub. 1928 — to be comprised in 
Finnegans Wake)

Can't hear with the waters of. The chittering waters 
of. Flittering bats, fieldmice, bawk talk...Can't hear 
with bawk of bats, all the liffeying waters of...My foos won't moos...My ho head halls...Tell me tale of stem 
or stone. Beside the rivering waters of, hitherandthithering waters of. Night!

Klee's quarry has gone surreal -- sea-abstracts in a spaceless 
monitor of raised and lighted water, which the hunting whimsy stabs.

The war of representation has been fought in the probability- 
field of the mind-invested globe. "Wonder ye then at the fiery 
chase?"

a47) Jan Vermeer 1667, The Guitar Player, Kenwood House, Hampstead, London
47) Vermeer 1665, The Studio, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (with video 

detail) 
MUSIC: Buxtehude pub. 1695, Largo from Sonata Op. 1 no. 3,
~ ~ " •" --  Music Guild 121

Who can specify when the reasoned affirmation of world order 
reached its eurt-peak? Contradictory dimensionalities blur the
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question. Yet we would not be far off, if we should choose, from
the century of Milton and Leibnitz, Vermeer's masterpiece.
The Studio — with the instrumental sonata then forming out of
chromatic polyphony in Rosenmuller, or this Buxtehude(end Buxtehude!

a48) Joseph Beuys 1962-67, Hasengrab, (see Shirmer, Munich: Beuys)
48) Dan Flavin 1968, Daylight, Pink & Yellow Flourescent Tubes, Leo Castelli Gallery, New York

MUSIC: Cage 1958, from Fontana Mix, magnetic tape. Turnabout TV 34046S
■I I II II I I .1.1 nil I 111 iM ■■■■■■ III ■■■ I ■■■!■ ■ A — — -I

Nor can the limit of the modern break with that humanly 
proportioned cosmos be defined — whether in the Expressionist
or Futurist attack, in Dada or the Surreal, or the 
extensions of the post-war abstract — here one of Flavin's con
structions with flourescent tubes, ^o too with music: on what 
scale can we weight the indeterminate abandon of Cage's Electronic 
sound against his Silence? (fade Cage)

49) Albrecht Durer 1495, 
Kab., Berlin

Trees in a Mountain Landscape, watercolor, Kupf

To confirm, around the 17th century, that upland of spirit 
in form, take thr^e landscapes, as like in airy freedom as 
their time-span admits of: — this 1495 Durer watercolor:

50) Claude Lorrain,1638-9, Landscape watercolor, British Museum, London
this Claude Lorrain drawing about 1639, with the conscious 
pervasion of Saint-Amant, "Mon Oieul gue mes yeux sont contents/
De voir ces bois..."

51) Monet 1880, Woman Seated Under the Willows, National Gallery, Wash. DC
this sunlit Monet of 1880. Though chosen for some similitude 
of instinctive lightness, each remains a compendium of its period 
style.

2nd 49) Again Durer, Trees in a Mountain Landscape 
2nd 49a) Same, Durer Landscape, detail

MUSIC: Brumel c. 1500, Du tout plongiet - Fors seulement, close
~ ...... • ...—Seraphim SIC-6104
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Dtlrer's observational discovery is suspended in the trans

personal gift of the creed-world, as sensuous a mystery as in
the rondeavDc of Josguin, or this Brumel. (end Brumel)

2nd 50) Again Lorrain, Landscape watercolor2nd 50a) Lorrain c. 1640?, Herdsman^ Resting under a Tree, British Museum, 
________ London______________________________________ _______ ______

MUSIC; Cavalli 1654, Beato chi puo, Musiche Italiane Antiche 4
Even in so light a wash, Claude asserts the noble_ formulation 

of the phenomena^(as in the mathematics of chordal harmony,
Cavalli's Blessed Solitude, "Beato chi puo"), its mood penetra
tion by Descartes' universal knpwer; "I 
think, therefore I am." ( fade Cavalli)

2nd 51) Again Monet, Woman Seated Under the Willows
2nd 51a) Same. Monet's Woman & Willows, detail of woman-----------------

MUSIC; Faurg 1887, Les Presents (song). Hist. Mus. Sound,

In Monet (as in Faure), all that inherited spatial grandeur
wimples toward the new evanescence ; the great Miltonic moods
thin to the personal poignance of an almost sobbing delight.

(fade Faure)

52) Spanish (Silos) 1109, Commentary on the Apocalypse, MS Add 11695 folio 
240, British Museum, London (with video detailsj------------ ------ ----

» MUSIC; Iraq. Roval Mode. His Image, voice, viol t lute; RCA V-LM-60_57

Before and after (or geographically around) the plateau of 
Europe from the 15th through the 19th century, lies a world more 
stripped to the timeless and spaceless; the primitive force of 
this 1100 Beatus commentary on the Apocalypse,from Silos, in a 
Spain permeated by the Dark Age and Moorish (does the Royal Mode 
of old Persian song preserve something of that faith-frenzy?)

(fade Roval Mode)
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53) Boccioni 1912, Materia (his nother), G. Mattioli Coll'n, Milan (with video detail)^
MUSIC; Schonberq 1912, Pierrot Lunaire, last stanza of 1st song;- ■ ■ - ---- Col. M 25679

Such force erupts again after eight centuries in the faith- 
hungry surfeit of self, to Expressionist and Futurist thrill- 
spasms: Boccioni's 1912 study of his mother, or from the same
vear Schonberc's Pierrot Lunaire — Nietzschean nilomanias. (fade

SchSnbero)
----------

a54) Goya 1788, The Meadow of San Isidoro, Pradd, Madrid, detail
54) Same, San Isidore, whole (and another video detail)

MUSIC; Mozart 1786, from Concerto 24 in C Minor, 1st mvt, nr close,• — ..... — - Murray Hill S-3906
Yet where could human fulfillment have affirmed "So far and 

no further"? Since already Goya's last possession of an 18th 
century enlightened order was reaching from its lace and powdered 
wigs to the liberation that would turn this festive meadow to a 
Napoleonic battlefield <— a summons of which even Mozart felt 
the dissonart call. (Mozart forte, then fade)

55), Mark Pothko 1944, Slow Swirl at the Edge of the Sea, Mary Pothko (with 
video details)55a) Pothko 1949, Violet, Black, Orange, Yellow on White and Ped, 
Guggenheim, New York (video detail only)
MUSIC: Messiaen 1940, Quatour pour la Fin du Temps 3 opening, Abime— des Oiseaux, D. Gram. 2531 093

There was no stopping place, from that, to the soul-risk of 
the wartime forties, Messiaen's Abyss of Birds from the Quartet 
for the End of Time, with Rothko's Slow Swirl at the Edge of the 
Sea, closing his Surreal apprenticeship, just before he melted 
landscape to 'drowning color pools, (fade Messiaen on low note)

2nd 54) Again 54, Gova's San Isidoro, another detail
Let six stations — from the Goya picnic, 

2nd 55) Again 55, Pothko’s Slow Swirl, detail
to the Rothko swirl, trace the abstraction of the outward, the 
surrealization of the within.
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56) Constable 1825, Jumping Horse (center detail), Victoria & AlbertMuseum, London_________ ______________________________________________

In Constable's Leaping Horse of 1825, how visionary eye's vision 
has become. But there is also the inner eye, and from 1800 to
now, it is as if those polar pairs of sight and dream

57) John Martin c. 1825?, Fallen Angels Entering Pandemonium, Tate Gallery, 
London

57a) Same, Martin's Pandemonium, detail
had advanced together in revelational estrangement.'

Since time-linked with Constable's observation, and from the 
seune quarter of England, John Martin was continually transforming
appearance into fantasy: Milton's Pandemonium like Poe's
"Dreamland" — "I have reached these lands but newly/ From an
ultimate dim Thule —/ From a wild weird clime that lieth sublime,/
Out of Space ~ out of Time."

58) Montecelli c. 1880?, Under the trees by water's edge. Collection Alfred 
Lambert (with video detail)

After 1870, whatever dislocation of the outward was peaking
to Van Gogh, cropped out here and there — in Marseilles with
the late works of Monticelli ~ this color impasto "Under trees 
by water's edge". — as "earthworld, airworld, waterworld 
thorough hurled" as the "bushybowered wood" and "marbled river"
of Hopkins "Epithalamion": "What is water? Spousal love."

59) Victor Hugo c. 1866, The Snake, Hugo Museum, Paris
While subjectivity itself, in Victor Hugo's "The Snake", about 
1866, draws from Symbolist encroachment (Baudelaire's "Litanies 
of Satan", or Meredith's "On a starred night Prince Lucifer 
uprose") its alienating core.

60) Cezanne 1900->05, The Bathing Women, Nat. Gal., London
With the turn to this century, Cezanne's studies of landscape

and of human forms converge in those monumental still-lifes 
called "Bathers" — this almost final one in London, whose solid
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geometry is no more Euclidian than that of Lobachevsky or Riemann, 
of Abbott's Flatland or Duhamel's Mount Analogue♦

61) Edward Munch 1895» Jealousy, Rasmus Meyers coll*n> Bergen
Over the same years Munch, moving oppositely, from inside 

out, nightmared the canvas to a symbolic confession: his jealous 
friend Przybyssewski, whose Eve-wife Dagny plucks for the 
artist the forbidden fruit.

I[video only] a62) Picasso 1913, La Bouteille de Suze, Washington University 
Collection, St. Louis, MO62) Double: Braque c. 1914, Composition, Papier colle, Priv. Coll'n, Basel,
& Giorgio di Chirico 1913-14, Anguish of Departure, Albright, Buffalo62a) Again 62B, Chirico»s Anguish (video detail)

As a wave mounts up a shoal, the motions of abstract and surreal 
climb the slopes of the Great War, both cresting, 1913 and one
in the paper collages with which Picasso and here Braque (left) 
completed their cubistic analysis —— a reduction of the physical 
beyond which, in a sense, art could not push on.

At the same time, with Giorgio de Chirico (right), the depths of 
the sub-conscious poured out as in Freudian dream. Could 
the disillusions and Kafka—neuroses of war and post-war plumb 
a more haunted surreal? Without and within, we could almost
affirm 1914 as •the climax of experiment.

a63) Robert Rauschenberg 1955, Rebus,. Coll'n V. Ganz
63) Hans Arp c. 1920, Bird in an Aquarium, painted wood, Museum of Modern

Art, NYC (with video detail)____________________________________
Though if put to it, we could surely—in the tide of Dada, 

non-objective, op and pop, which has seemed ever since to rise 
without limit all over the Western wrld -- extend the dual 
sequence through Second World War to now. So one who had thought 
Chekov, Shaw and Chaplin had pushed heartbreak comedy all ■the 
way, might yet be startled, in Becket and Ionesco, by the 
fuzed schizophrenia of that laugh-agony. But have not the poles 
also fuzed in this Arp cut-out, about 1920, Bird in an Aquarium?
Can we call it abstract.4
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64J Joan.Miro 1924-25, Harlequin's Carneval. Albright Gal., Buffalo

and set against it as* surreal the diverting flea-circus of Miro's 
Carnival, one of countless marvels in a field too complex to 
be ordered, much less clarified ~ ^ough the professional analysts,
every year or so, would attempt just that, in ism-searching 

too tomes on "New Directions in Art"?
65) Mark Tobev 1941, Forms Follov Man, Seattle Art Museum

\

While all directions went on cross-breeding: 1941, West Coast 
Tobey's "linear multiplicity", this "Forms Follow Man", abstraction 
loosened to a "White writing" which mystically absorbs the 
surreal. Yet the same fusion can everywhere exhibit the other 
leaning,

66) Darrel Austin c. 1940?, Europa and the Bull (cf. Life, 1940's) (with 
video detail)

as (for a West Coast complement to Tobey) in Darrel Austin — 
this palette-knife swamp of Europa, lambent as the sphynx- ^
haunted pools of Raintree County: "He could see her pale form

•2^

turning over and over in a slow spiral floating away on green 
waters..."

> 67) Double: de Kooning 1950-52, Woman I, Museum of Modern Art, NYC; and 
Barnett Newman 1951, The Way I, Annalee Newman, NY 

67a) Again 67A, de Kooning's Woman 
67b) Again 67B, Newman's Wav

Finally, with the post-war Fifties, the New York School brought 
to simultaneous culmination (on those huge canvases, pushed by 
the vast resources of art-speculation), opposites transcending 
the former poles, a color-action of violent gesture (here 
de Kooning, Woman I), and a passive mystery of spaceless color- 
space (Newman's The Way I) right).

In the cross-section we have thus made, from Goya to Abstract- 
Expressionism, it might seem that the whole drift of the 
modern, formal or romantic# was univocal — to dissolve all rational
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programs of man and world in an inebriation of the depths, non
objective or subliminal. If crisis was the cause, our misrule of 
the mind-invested globe, how could the trend be opposed?

68) Albright 1927-30, Into the World There Came a Soul Named Ida, Art 
Institute, Chicago (with video details)

Though it cannot be denied that the period of between-wars also
witnessed a realism of material reattachment. What then,, if that

\ /\
attachments soils its own material nest? Albright's 1927-30 "Into 
the World There Came a Soul Named Ida" was as sure as Miss 
I^nelyhearts to outrage all who thought such realism should be 
life-affirming.

risk the distortion of a simplifying schema.
69) Quadruple: Top L: Delauney 1912-13, Suri #1, StedeliikAmsterdam; Lower L: Picabia 1917, Amorous Display, ^i^coll'n 

Paris; Lower F: Cropper 1935, The Senate, detail^ Mus MoS ^r? "nyc
e9a,lL^ie irill:
69b Single of 69B, Picabia's Amorous...
69c) Single of 69C, Cropper's Senate69d) Agian 69, Quadruple slide
69e) Single of 69D. Zvefvez's

Divide the field into four: by an X-axis running left to right, 
as from abstract and surreal to real and representational, across it 
raise a Y, as from negation (below) to affirmation (above). On 
this Cartesian plot, counterclockwise rotation will compass the 
art and politics from War to War. The fire-rush of avant-garde 
stands Heft and above, Delaunay's 1913 delight of sheer Sun-circle 
energy. Below it (also abstract, but negative), Picabia's 1917 
Amorous Display toys with the machine mockery war and Dada had 
already made of modern vision. Below and to the right, .Cropper 
revives earth-seated realism, although for‘mockery ~ this 
Depression swipe at a senate of sleep and rant -- of which it 
might be asked: if the intent is negation, why not negate objects 
as well? Any answering claim of social message must sweep us 
right and above where programmatic realism asserts the imperative
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of its earth-yea — this 1934 Russian Communist portrait of
Kirov. In this quadrant/ right and above/ art comes into

•danger.

70) Doubles Michelangelo 1513-16/ Moses/ detail/ Pietro in Vincoli, Rome; 
and Curry c. 1930?/ John Brown of Kansas/ Study for Fresco, Kansas 
State Capital I

So in Curry's John Brown of Kansas/ post-romantic indulgence of
t

the vill-to-power manifestly suggests (beside its Michelangelo 
Moses-model) that heroism which/ as Eliot said in "Gerontion", 
fathers "unnatural vices".

71) Doubles Michelangelo 1501-04/ Head of David/ Accadcmia, Florence; S. 
Arno Breker c. 1938, Preparedness, Kunst, Vol 81

How ominously that could be the case, when at storm-center Nazi
rallying would require of every level — religion, politics,
science and art — the cheer of Mass-acclaim for the militance
of reaction, nothing more grimly enforces than Arno Broker's
"Preparedness" (right), its overweening also measured against

(i’ Michelangelo — the civic call of the David.
a72) Ernst Barlach 1914, The Avenger, 1956 D.S. Show72) Barlach Double, again a72. Avenger; and 1927, Floating Angel, Cologne 

Protestant Church
72a) Single 72B, Barlach's Angel, detail________________________________

Let Ernst Barlach, North German sculptor, friend of Kaethe
Kollwitz, attest the danger of that rocky narrows in the stream.
In response to the First War, which Nietzscheans, even Rilke, 
hailed, Barlach's 1914 Avenger (left) bradished the blade of 
Biblical warning: "Who take the sword shall perish with the 
Bword." When such art-exhortation (with Barlach's cult of peasant 
humanity, especially Russian) had thrown him into the solitude 
of Hitler's condemnation, this 1927 floating angel (to be destroyed 
by the Nazis and reconstituted after the war from a hidden cast), 
became his dying prophecy, God's messenger hung in sightless 
gloom over the hvunan shore.
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a73) Diego Fivera 1914, Las Figuras, Arkansas Arts Center Foundation 
b73) Same, Fivera's Figuras, left detail
c73) Fivera 1914, Marine Fusilier, Nat. Inst. Fine Arts, Mexico City 
73) Double: Deigo Fivera 1914, (c73) Marine Fusilier; and 1915, Zapata

Landscape, Nat. Inst. Fine Arts, Mexico City ^73a) Again 73B, Zapata, detail (and closer detail)________________ ________ ^
Back to 1914. As the long-awaited. First World War came to Europe, 

the also expecteci revolution was. under way in Mexico. IVhile Rivera 
was with Picasso in Paris. When the abstraction which had affirmed 
by dislocation# took both impacts# who could say whether it stood 
now above or below# in the quadrant of Yea or of Nay# or if those 
Opposites had merged?

MUSIC: Carillo 1913 & after, from Cristobal Colon ik etc, tones)
' * - — Old 78; Col 7357 M (close of side A)

Of his 1914 Marine Fusilier (Sailor at lunch)# though Rivera 
would later assert: "l believe my Cubist paintings are my 
most .Mexican"; or of the 1915 Zapata Landscape (Guerilla Fighter), 
"It is probably the most faithful expression of the Mexican mood
that I have ever achieved" — his revolutionary compatriots 
might have judged (as of the micro-tone experiments of
Mexican Carillo): "Elitist imitations of international avant-
garde. " (fade Carillo)

a74) D. Fivera 1927, El Hombre ante los Elementos, fresco, Escuela Nac. de 
Agriculture, Chapingo, Mexicob74) Same, Fivera fresco, lower detail (with further video detail)

74) Same, Fivera fresco, wide angle (video various details)
MUSIC: Carlos Chavez c. 1930?, from Los Cuatro Soles (of water, air,~ fire, earth) Ballet, Col. MQ 32685 (middle, soft-loud)

Whereas# when Rivera took up twelve years later the painting of 
political and social frescoes for the post-revolutionary govern
ment — this School of Agriculture myth of man facing the elements 
Earth# Air# (left) Water# (right) Volcanic Fire# with the machines 
of their mastery (the very child sparking an electric arc) — 
he had obeyed the other imperative# of monumental# patriotic 
representation. As if we had gone from Carillo's fractional 
tones to Chavez folkloristic Ballet on the Mahuatl sun-cycles 
of the same Four Elements.
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[video only] a75) Jose Orozco 1939, Hernan Cortez Fresco, detail, ceiling 

of auditorium, Hospicio Cabanas, Guadalajara75) Same fresco, detail of Cortez 
At the same time Orozco — though with more Expressionistic 

attack began his fresco celebration of national culture, which 
would climax, 1939, in the vaulted auditorium of the Guadalajara 
orphanage — this Marxist vision of Cortes as armored machine,
advancing in flames over mutilated Indians.

76) Sigueiros 1943, Self-portrait, Inst. N3C. de Bellas Art’es, Mexico City 
(with video details)

Finally Sigueiros, third of the great moralists, makes of 
his 1943 fist-advancing self a personal assertion of the whole 
Mexican revolutionary claim — the pathos of between-war realism 
raided to the partisan demand of the Second War crusade.

(fade Chavez)

77) Russian Byzantine 1065 and after. Church of the Intercession of the 
Virgin, near Vladimir (with video detail)
MUSIC; Traditional Russian Chant, Liturgy for Lent, Psalm 141, solo;— ...."....... " -------- - "" ' Anth. Son. LP-10 A-2

In Russia avant-garde came as a late flowering from a more

primitive soil. With what vis inertia the snowy wonder of the 
Byzantine north held its own: witness this 1065 Church near 
Vladimir, altered through centuries, just such as Tolstoy's God- 
folk would still have pilgrimaged to, with the old chant they 
itfould have sung.

[video only] a78) Russian 15th-17th cent.. Walls and Tower, Kremlin of 
Novgorod

78) Same, Novgorod Kremlin, another view with bells (with video detail)
(same music. Chorus)

And like the Renaissance impassioned harmonization of that 
chant, the force of European revival spills into the ancient 
city of Novgorod — in this 1490 wall and 1600 bell tower, 
announcing Peter the Great. (fade Liturgy)
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79) Alexander Ivanov c. 1850/ Boys Basking in the Sun, unused study for Christ's Appearance/ Russian State Museum/ Leningrad (with video

(Sof a 4 1 1
r db«««« wwwsi AJdAAAiUA.au \«AWii V A U tT ^detail)79a) I.E. Repin (Russian) c. 1881/ Cossacks Writing a Letter to the Turkisl® 

Sultan/ Tretyakov Gallery. Moscow (with video detail)
MUSIC: Tchaikovsky 1866/ 1st Symph (Winter Dreams)/ 2nd mvt close,
------  ——--------------------- ------------------ -—--- SUM 5053

Curious, that even as the Russian soul tpok the full dose of 
Romantic sickness (the consumptive refinement of Ivanov's mid-

Icentury studies for Christ's Appearance to the Multitude/ with 
Tchaikovsky's First Symphony, called Winter Dreams), the infection 
showed itself in the egoism of Slavophil world-calling:
Prince Odoyevsky --

Weston Europe is on the highroad to ruin. We Russians, 
on the contrary, are young and fresh and have taken no 

crimes of Europe. We have a great mission to fulfill. Our name is already inscribed on the tablets 
of victory; the vicories of science, art and faith await us on the ruins of tottering Europe.

(close Tchaikovsky)
Co-ll-n Of the Artist,

Prom that Romantic longing, the arts of Russia vper to modernism 
with the rest of Europe. In the sudden absorption of Fauve,
Cubist, Futurist, leading to Constructivism, came Natalia
Goucharovna, whose "Green and Yellow Forest" of 1912 (climax 
year also for Stravinsky and Scriabin) lives the ecstatic explo
sion — knife-edge already designated on our Cartesian plot as 
the quadrant convergence of left above and left below, it is 
the ambivalent violence and fragmentation Blok carried over into 
his 1918 revolutionary poem. The Twelve.

81) M. Saryan 1937, Industry in the Mountains, State museums, USSR (with 
video detail)

The Stalinist 'thirties saw the enforcement of proletarian 
reaction. The older painters adjusted as best they could; the 
younger came fresh to the mass jubilee. While the rebuke of
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Shostakovich for musical experiments, mounted him on the warhorse 
of the Fifth Symphony (1937).

MUSIC: Shostakovich 1937, Fifth Symphony, 1st mvt, clima?^ (Kousevitsky)
-------------------- ------------------------------------ Col. ML47 39

82) Seraphina Ryangina 1934, Higher and Higher, State museums, USSR (with video detail) 
83) Toitze 1935, Stalin at the Rvon Dam, USSR state museum

(fade Shostakovich)
2nd 82) Again Rvanoina’s Higher, detail

~ The modern apocalypse gone as sentimentally heartfelt as
the outpourings of Sholokov's Anna:

You know. Ilia, I perceive the future like a 
distant magically beautiful music. Just as one 
sometimes hears it in sleep...Kon't life be beautiful 
under Socialism! No more war, no more poverty or oppression or national barriers...

2nd 83) Again Toitze*s Stalin, detail
Though against the Nazi overstretching, this believed propaganda 

might almost have tipped the heavenly scales to a prophecy of 
Leningrad.

a84) F.C. Hassam 1918, Flag Day, Hirshhorn Coll'n
84) Paul Cadmus 1934, Coney Island, J.R. Stark Coll'n
84a) Same, Cadmus' Coney Island, detail , oa\84b) KW II Photo 1943’, Dive Bomber Assembly Line (cf Atomic Age 80J--------

MUSIC: Ives c. 1905?, Central Park in the Dark, climax. Col MS-6843

Ives* "Central Park in the Dark" from early in the century 
shouts' the affirming vigor of American realism. Cadmus' Coney

Island from 1934 wallows in negation — like the anti-life of 
Farrell's Studs Loniaan: (fade Ives)

click of the cue balls from where Stan Simonsky was 
practicing. An elevated train rumbled. An auto
mobile whizzed by. A heavy-footed, well-formed 
girl passed.

"How you like it?"
"Push-Push!" mumbled Mike.

In the confusion of data Spengler made the assessment which 
disasterously misled Hitler — that the United States was too 
decadent to be a cause for concern.
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85) Stuart Davis 1924, Odol, Coll'n Mrs. S. Davis
85a) Grant Wood 1932, Daughters of the Revolution, Coll'n E.G. Robinson 
85b) Double: Norman Rockwell 1927, Sears Catalog Cover; and Kayne Thiebaud 

1963, Girl with an Ice Cream Cone, Private Coll'n 
85c) Double: Again 85, Davis' Odol; & Andy Warhol 1965, 4 Campbell's Soup Cans, private coll'n

Ten years before Cadmus' cartoon-realism, Stuart Davis had
given negation the acid-bath of the abstract, joining Dada
in lower-left-quadrant debunking. Cvunmings at the same time
hatched "Poem, Or Beauty Hurts Mr. Vinal"i

take it from me kiddo... 
from every B.V.D.
let freedom ring...

A-mer
i
ca, I 
love.You. And there*re a hun-dred-mil-lion-oth-ers, like 
all of you successfully if delicately gelded (or spaded) 
gentlemen (and ladies) — pretty
1ittleliverpi11-
hearted-Nujolneeding-There's-A-Reason americans (who tensetendoned and with 
upward vacant eyes, painfully perpetually crouched, quivering, upon the 
sternly allotted sandpile 
—how silentlyemit a tiny violetflavoured nuisance: Odor? 
ono.cqmes out like a ribbon lies flat on the brush

a86) Saint-Gaudens 1891, "Grief", monument for Henry Adams' Wife, Rock 
Creek Cemetary, ‘Washington DC 

b86) Same, "Grief", detail of facec86) Frank Lloyd Wright 1907, Avery Coonley House, Riversdale, IL 
86) F.L. Wright, Living Room, Coonley House86a) Arthur B. Davies before 1909, Dream, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 

York City (with video detail)
MUSIC: Ives 1908, The Unanswered Question, opening Col MS 6843

Where was the rapture with which America had faced the century? 
For Frank Lloyd Wright, the 1907 Coonley House opened fifty years 
of radiance; and surely this living room accords with the myster-
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ious web of Ives 1S08 Unanswered Question — though for Ives, 
the power to compose would wane after the 1916 war.

And Pound, before the embitterments and crippling misjudgments 
of the later century — how he glows with Sappho and Troubadour 
and early Yeats:

Aupia

Be in me as the eternal moods
of the bleak wind, and not 

As transient things are — gaiety of flowers.
Have me in the strong loneliness 

of sunless cliffs And of grey waters.
Let the gods speak softly of us In days hereafter.
The shadowy flowers of Orcus 

Remember thee.
(fade Ives after dissonance)

a87) John Marin 1919, Sunset, Maine Coast, Museum of Fine Arts, Columbus 
Ohio87) Marin 1923, Ship, Sea and Sky Forms, an Impression, vatercolor, Mus.

Fine Arts, Columbus, Ohio___________________________________________
Before the war, through it and after, John Marin held to the 

vital claim of his Maine and New York yatOrcolorsj but what 
that thrill affirms, William Carlos Williams' 1935 poem "Yachts" 
may clarify:

the whole sea become an entanglement of watery bodies
...reaching from the dead to be taken upthey cry out, failing, failing! their cries rising
in waves still as the skillful yachts pass over.

88) Hartley Double: 1914, Portrait of a German Officer; and 1937, Smelt
Brook Falls, City Art Museum, St.Louis (with video singles)__________

We can set up polarities of yea and nay, objective, non
objective; but how is time dramatized if the current rxans both 
ways? That Marsden Hartley, in Germany, 1914, called this 
insignia-abstracted mockery (left) "Portrait of a German Officer"; 
while by the 'thirties, in Maine, his Constructivist schooling 
would serve the representation -of natural scenes — is that part 
of a trend, as from Gertrude Stein to Hemingway?
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a89) Arthur Dove 1911/ Nature Symbolized/ Art Institute of Chicago 89) A. Dove 1937/ Rise of the Full Moon/ Phillips Coll'n/ Washington DC 
89a) A. Dove 1913/ Ferry Boat Wreck/ Whitney Museum/ Nl’C (with video 

detail)
[video only] again 89/ Dove’s Moon, detail

Early in the century American avant-garde had fortified a 
position around Stieglitz in New York. Yet as Hartley did/
Dove too from 1910 pure abstraction, tended, between wars, toward
representational recommitment. Though his 1937 "Rise of the Full

I

Moon" admits only such depiction as Expressionist magic requires.
So Wallace Stevens describes the sunrise in "The Fed Fern":

The large-leaved day grows rapidly, TUid opens in this familiar spot 
Its unfamiliar, difficult fern. 
Pushing and pushing red after red...
Infant, it is enough in life To speak of what you see. But wait 
Until sight wakens the sleepy eye And pierces the physical fix of things.

90) Double: Georgia O'Keefe 1917, Light Coming on the Plains II, Amon
Carter Museum, Fort Worth, TX; jand 1929, Black Cross, NM, Art Inst., 
Chicago

90a) Single of 90A/ Again O'Keefe Light90b) O'Keefe 1928, Wave, Night, Maine Coast, light, etc, Phillips Academy, 
Andover, Maes.90c) Single of 90B, Again O'Keefe Black Cross

Also Georgia O'Keeffe seems most abstract at the start.
though the 1917 watercolor (left) is called "Light Coming on the
Plains". One feels, no less than with Dove, such preternatural

distance as Wallace Stevens casts in the circling spell 
of "The Snow Man", — "One must have a mind of winter/ To regard 
the frost and the boughs" — a syntax that wanders, as over 
•the land/ Pull of the same wind/ That is blowing in the same 
bare place" (and returns)

For the listener, who listens in the snow.
And, nothing himself, beholdsNothing that is not there and the nothing that is.

By the 1929 "Black Cross, New Mexico", the artist has taken 
on the landscape of the Southwest; yet the earth sought remains
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archetypal, — Wallace Stevens' "Cliffs of Moher rising out of 
the mist,/ Above the real..."

a91) Bonnard 1916-20, Pastoral, Bernheim-Jeune Collection, detail b91) Bonnard c. 1900, Woman with Black Stockings, Lord Fosslyn, Grt. 
Britain91) Again a91, Bonnard's Pastoral, whole
MUSICt Ravel 1909, Daphnis and Chloe Suite No. 2, Col MS 6077 (near
■' .. beqinninqT

In Europe, in France, in Paris, the abstract current was also
\

countered, though not by the nature-awe of the New World, Bonnard,
who at the sardonic turn of the century had exchanged Nabis
prophecy for post-impressionist delight, here, at the close of
the First War, and against the acid of Dada, greets the armistice
as with a memory of Ravel's Daphnis and Chloe — before the
shells had torn pastoral Arden. (fade Ravel)

[video only] a92) Georges Braque 1913, La Table du Musicien, Kunstmuseum, 
Basle92) Braaue 1929. Still Life; Le Jour, National Gallery, Wash. DC

And when Braque, drafted from Cubist experiment to be wounded 
and trepanned, returned convalescent to more than 40 years of 
Btill-life synthesizing — were those color-muted geometries 
fixations of the drier '20'8, or already, after pre-war collage 
analysis, insistencies on a reliable realm: Rilke's "custom", 
"Treusein einer Gewohnheit"; his saying "House, Bridge, Fountain, 
Gate, Jug"?

93) Matisse 1907, Music, Museum of Modern Art, NYC (with video detail)
93a) Matisse 1909-10, Dance, Hermitage, Leningrad______________________ ^

For sensuous affirmation within the current of avant-garde 
itself, Matisse asserts a presence as continuous as the lovers

/

and dancers of Yeats: "1 am of Ireland,/ And the Holy Land of 
Ireland,/ Come out of charity,/ Come dance with me in Ireland."
So Matisse, from hie radical Fauve beginnings, left no more 
doubt how strong that life-line was, than the Yeats of 1899:
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fiddler of Dooneyl*And dance like a wave of the sea.
detaf?) T!hre& Sisters, Coll*n Mme Paul Guillaume (with video

Yet Matisse did not escape, in this 1915 "Three Sisters", 
the waste-of-life tightening which, with the death pf brothers 
and lovers, fell on so many. j^en Yeats took
a darker turn that year:

The holy centaurs of the hills are vanished*I have nothing but the embittered sun...
As for Bartok, it vas throuah the lean •twenties that he 

would pare and spare. (fade Barfnw'
95)’MatlMrc!®j922!'’|tifr”ife-‘ADnf video detail)

Bash. DC ““ o" PlhK Tablecloth, Nat. Gal.,
Ivldeo collection

Matisse, however, in this still Life of 1922, has already
recharged the sensuous. That turn in music typefies the
•thirties. Thus Bartok^s Violin Concerto. It is what renews 
Yeats' youth —

And pluck till time and times are done 
The-silver apples of the moon.
The golden apples of the sun ~

more passionately in his age:
I carry the sun in a golden cup.The moon in a silver bag.

96a)**Photo%fter”l940^°M?J?^®*^^< gouache on paper cutouts, prlv. coll'n
96bj Aoaln If wheelchair, making cutouts2S°i Again B6, Matisse's Dancers, upper deta-ti_________

As he approached 70 Matisse achieved an ultimate physicality
in a form of radical reduction, that of the paper cut-out.
Yeats had expressed it as the dilemma of age ~ body become
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"a sort of battered kettle at the heel", while mind lived more
and more in "an old man's frenzy";

...Never had I more 
Excited, passionate, fantastical 
Imagination, nor an ear and eye 
That more expected the impossible...

(fade Bartok)
Yet twenty years before this Matisse,

97) Chagall 1917-18, The Promenade, Russian State Museum, Leningrad (with 
video detail)

as the First War had closed, Chagall, on vacation from Paris to 
his native Vitebsk, painted such a picture of himself on "Promenade 
with his wife Bella, joy lifting her high as a kite. While the 
Revolution, from which Chagall would go into exile, advanced

toward Theirmidor.
Was there an alienation and reattachment? Alienation from 

what? Attachment to what? If mystery is the attachment, it 
comprises alienation.

98) Chagall 1933 S. 1945, The Wedding Candles, detail, private collection (with further video detail)
Yet Chagall too was most abstract in those early works, whereas 

in his later, as in this picture of the same Bella, begun in the 
thirties, and transformed in 1945, after her death, when she 
became the mystical Jewish Bride — mythic sentiment and the 
luxury of paint are heightened together. Chagall was in
Connecticut when he reworked this canvas;

99) Max Weber Double: 1917, Two Musicians, Museum of Modern Art, NYC; and 
1944, The Wayfarers, Gallery of Fine Arts; Columbus, Ohio

99a) Again Musicians, detail 
99b) Again Wayfarers, detail
[video various details)________________________________________________

but the Avant-garde response to the human plight was international.
The years that led Max Weber from Cubist detachment in the Paris 
of 1917 (left; Two Musicians), to the vortex of 1944 (these 
Holocaust refugees called Wayfarers — right), also took 
Wallace Stevens from "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird":
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A man and a woman 
Are one.A man and a %raman and a blackbird 
Are one ~

to his wartime "Martian Cadenza":
4

What had this star to do with the world it lit.
With the blank skies over England, over France 
And above the German camps? It looked apart.
Yet it is this that shall maintain...
Mot the symbol but that for which the symbol stands.The vivid thing in the air that never changes.
Though the air change...

100) S. Dali 1931, Persistence of Memory, Museum of Modern Art, NYC 
100a) Dali c. 1936?, Face and Fruit Dish on Beach, Wadsworth Athenaeum,

Hartford, Conn.
In Wales, the bardic rapture of Dylan Thomas drove him from

early poems (1934) surreal as Dali's Persistence of Memory, with
its voodoo of limp watches —

Dawn breaks behind the eyes;
From poles of skull and toe the windy blood 
Slides like a sea;
Nor fenced, nor staked, the gushers of the sky 
Spout to the rod
Divining in a smile the oil of tears —

101) Jack B. Yeats 1948, We Left Our Name on the Road...of Fame, Lord 
Movne, Dublin (with video detail)

to such a yea-frenzy as Jack Ifeats, also in the 'forties,
blazoned abroad: "We left Our Name On the Road...Of Fame".
Thus from Dylan's "Vision and Prayer":

I turn the corner of prayer and burn 
In a blessing of the sudden

Sun. In the name of the damned I would turn back and run 
To the hidden land But the loud sun Christens down 

The Sky.
I

Am found.

The slump of Between-Wars had become a launching pad:
102) Photo: New York City with Empire State Building, from RCA Observatory^ 

roof (with video detail) 
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Depression crucible of Europe» Russia, America, Japan, 
hatching social euphorias: Manhattan, as much as any art 
sign, chain-reaction pile of transvalued negation, thrusting 
through crisis and war to the Atomic Age, growth stocks, the 
space-flight spiral of a new Avant-garde.

On the verge of that blast-off, let us recompose the 
currents of the century — daring and reaction, with ,the 
risk, pathos, transcendence of their infolded destiny — the 
outward terror, the inward vision.

al03) Nijinsky in "L*Apres-midi d'un Faune", (recumbent), 1912
103) Nijinsky dancing "Afternoon of a Faun", London, 1912
103a) Nijinsky in "Le Spectre de la Rose", 1911 (with video detail)
103b) Again 103, Naiinsky dancing, upper detail

Perhaps the Fauve ecstasy of the early century peaked in the 
Russian Ballet. Even the stills of Nijinsky dancing the "After
noon of a Faun" in London, 1912, suggest the art rapture from 
Matisse to Delaunay, Marc, Kandinsky — what Joyce made Irish 
in the girl-on-the-strand epiphany of the Portrait (1904-14):

A girl stood before him in midstream, alone and still, 
gazing out to sea. She seemed like one whom magic had changed to the likeness of a strange and beautiful 
seabird...Long, long she suffered his gaze and then 
quietly withdrew her eyes from his and bent them towards 
the stream, gently stirring the water with her foot...
—Heavenly GodI cried Stephen's soul, in an outburst of profane joy...

...on and on he strode, far out over the sands, sihging wildly to the sea, crying to greet the advent 
of the life that had cried to him...

al04) Nijinsky 1919, arc drawing (female persona). Museum of Modern Art, New York City?
104) Nijinsky Double: again al04. Arc Drawing; & 1922, Demon, watercolor, 

Museum of Modern Art, New York City?
104a) Single of 104B, again Nijinsky's Demon

WozzgIc fMUSIC: Be^ 1914-21,/from III,ii, murder of Marie, Col.Odyssey33126 Slde^
Though beneath the projected joy of Nijinsky was the fleeing 

feminine persona he recorded in the child limitation of his
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arc'drawings; and# as he approached the break of dementia, the 
mask of his demon pursuer Diaghilev. That turn to terror is 
implicit in the final dance Nijinsky talked of performing:
"Le Mariage avec Dieu"; Rilke had bared it in the destructive 
angel, Berg in Wozzek's murder and suicide by the haunted pond.

[slide only] al05) Franz Marc 1913-14, Tyrol, detail Neue Pinakothek,
Munich (CGB *59)

105) Otto Dix 1914, War (Arms), Kunstmuseum, Duesseldorf (vith video _____details) _______________ ______ ______________________
MUSIC: Richard Strauss 1889, from Tod und VerklSrung, death climax.
~ ~ Angel S 35976

In Nietzsche, by an ambivalence typically modern, force 
leaps to the quantum state of its own celebration — will to 
Power c. 1887: "Dionysian wisdom: joy in the destruction of... 
existing things, however good...We have to be destroyers."
So the sequences of Expressionism mount a transport of fragmentation
(this Otto Dix, Arms, of 1914), symptomatic of the Great War itself.
How the youthful Richard Strauss lashed his 1889 Death and Trans- 
jfjguration toward that high frenzy — (fade Tod u.VerklSrung) 
to become the twelve-tone pact of Thomas Mann's Faustus.

106) Kaethe Kollwitz, 1907, Schlachtfeld, etching. National Gallery, Wash.
DC (with video detail)106a) Same, Kollwitz.etching, lover detail________________ _________
MUSIC: Richard Strauss 1943, Metamorphosen, opening, Angel S 35976

It took a woman, Kaethe Kollwitz, to foreshadow the human 
reality of that night trudge over No Man's Land: -- her Battle
field of 1907 pointing down the century, borough the Kaiser 
miscarriage arid then the Nazi, to the bombed out Munich of 1943,
with the same Richard Strauss, in octogenarian gloom, composing 
his last Metamorphoses. (fade )

al07) Kaethe Kollwitz 1921, Lithograph, Gefallen 
bl07) Kollwitz 1924, Lithograph, Nie wieder Krieg
107) Double of the Kollwitz lithographs 
[video various details and order)
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^ MUSIC: Metamorphosen cont., forte (3/4" into record)

And when the first trench slaughter had eased, it was Kaethe 
Kollwitz whose lithographs would show the Weimar racking of the
soul — 1921,the despair of "Killed in Action", beside the
1924 wish-spasm of "No More War", a cleavage romantic realism
heightens toward schyzophrenia. It is still Hegel's paradoxical
rise out of a fruit turned to poison; still the Western cycle
as convergence of G&tterdammerung and paradisical hope.

(fade Metamorphosen)
al08) George Grosz 1915-22, "Dawn", vatercolor XV, from Ecco Homo 
bl08) Grosz 1915-22, "Man is Good", vatercolor XII, from Ecce Homo 
108) Schwitters 1919, Construction for a Noble Lady, Los Angeles County 
_____Museum (with video detail) ________________________ ____________

MUSIC: Metamorphosen cont., piu forte (just before middle)

If the stock market searches economic futures, how 
the depth-confessions Hitler would trample xinder, had 
foretold the death of bourgeois values: like the 1919 invective
of Pound:

home to old lies and new infamy 
usury age-old and age—thick, 
and liars in public places;

this Dada Schwitters, "Construction for a Noble Lady" — her imc 
lost in the jvink assemblage of "a botched civilization" —
Schwitimers own poems of nonsense soxind: "rakete rinnzekete/ 
rakete rinnzekete/ rakete rinnzekete/ Beeeee/ bO." They knew, 
those Nazi art-banishers. Yet how pig-headedly wrong, to think 
they could shore — against world hurricane 

Adolf^w Hitler c. 1925?, Corinthian Ruins, Life, Oct. 30, 1939---
whatever right they ranted to save.

Where Hitler's early paintings glean the nostalgia of ruins. 
Staggering that the wielder of so timid a brush, veered into
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politics to stave off Spenglerian decay, should have loosed such 
Apocalypse on Europe. (fade Metamorphosen)

liPl Paul Klee 1939, Aspiring Angel, private coll'n (with video dPfa.’i)
MUSICI Metamorphosen, cont. (slow, 1 * from end)

Geman Bodernism Went Into exile. The year of Hitler's rise, 
Klee, dirolesea from the oSsseldorf Academy, withdrew to his home 
in Switzerland, with what sad self-mockery this 1939, Aspiring
Angel comment, on the arti.f . approaching death and the disaster 
Of the earth-scene. (fade)

^ideo^mldrift^^detail) H®^^ald, plaster. Die Kunst, 1943 (with
11.1a) Same, Herald, upper detail

MUSIC; Metamorphosen, cont. (after pause.

Against that poignant foreclosure, official German art (like 
a Wehrmacht invasion), stormed the northeast quadrant of our 
style chart — the yea-cry of realist reaction. Arno Bfecker, 
most favoured eculptor of the Third Reich, modelled for all the 
totalitarian sanity and strength that must prop up the sagging

(fade)West.
Gross 1938, A Piece of my World, Gallery, Newark NJ Ijjaj Same, gross- My Vend, d.tsll f.ts.h

MUSIC; Metamorphosen, concl. (last bars)
Irom that upheaval, what could the old avant-garde of embittered 

excoriation.do but record, from the stations of their exile (with 
Mann and Hindemith in an already crusading America; or with 
Strauss indeed, immured in wartime Munich), the confirmation of 
their worst fears; these mouldy scarecrow veterans of George 
Gross's "A Piece of my World", (end Strauss, Metamorphosen)

What we have followed to the pathos of this terminus, might be 
called the outward motion.
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.all3) Picasso 1937, Guernica, Final state, Picasso Museum, Barcelona
113) Picasso Double^ 1937, Studies for Horse and Woman with dead child 

(video also singles)
A year earlier Picasso, painting for the Spanish Pavilion at 

the Paris Exposition the great political picture of 
between-wars (the bombing of the Basque town of Guernica by 
Nazi planes in Franco's hire), Picasso advanced from graphic
sketches — this anguished horse, still in touch with^ *%

Delacroix; this mother and dead child, charged withg the 
residuum of romantic outrage —

114) Detail of Guernica, left, with woman and horse (final state)
to an apocalyptic abstraction, in which modern vision (by paradox) 
vaults the falls of its outwardness.

It is what SchCJnberg stretched over a lifetime,
2nd 113A) Again Study for Horse
2nd 113B) Again Study for Woman and Child2nd 113a) Guernica, Study for Sun's rays & Corn from Warrior's

MUSIC; SchMnberq 1899, climax & epiohanv from the Transfjqnr«:>H
' ---- - Night, Turnabout TV 4032 S

from the climax and Epiphany of the Transfigured Night,
(skip to Epiphany and fade)

2nd 114A) Again Picasso Guernica, right detail, horse
2nd 114B) Again Picasso Guernica, left detail, woman and child
■£Pg.. 114a) Same, Guernica, detail of Flowers from Warrior's Sword Hand______

MUSIC; SchCfriberg 1936, from Violin Concerto, near opening. Col. M2S 679 
to the,12-tone transemotionality of the 1935 Violin Concerto —
such a calcining as Camus would bring to the agonies of 
La Peste (1947);

This hioman form,. .lacerated by the spear-thrusts of 
the plague, consumed by searing superhuman fires, buffeted by all the raging winds of heaven, was 
foundering under his eyes in the dark flood of the 
pestilence, and l^e could do nothing to avert the wreck.

(fade SchUnbera)
Without that Nietzschean crucible of dangerous conversion, how 
could Rilke's Duino Elegies have brought (in the last) hazel
katkins from the land of pain?
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alls) Franz Marc 1913, The Bewitched Mill, Art Institute, Chicago (with video detail)
115) Double: again allS, Marc's Mill; and Paul Klee 1922, Twittering ^

Machine, Museum of Modern Art, NYC i
115a) Single 115B, again Klee's Twittering Machine
[video only] 115b) Klee 1924, Dance of the Red Shirts, private coll'n,

Bern, Switzerland
MUSIC: Webern 1909, first of Five Pieces, Opus 5, V-LM/LSC 2531

On the brink of the First War, when the Elegies were begun,
Franz Marc's Enchanted Mill had explored such transreal discovery 
as would lead Rilke, guided by a youthful sorrow, "from the streets 
of the grief-city", far out ("Weit, wir wohnen dort draussen") —

Lightly she leads him on through the wide landscape of
Laments —

to the rock source of joy, "a carrying stream." But Marc was 
Jcilled at Verdun; and it was Klee, who in ironic miniatures, 
whimsied by Dada and the Surreal, this 192*2 Twittering Machine 
(right) , would pursue the Blaue Reiter search, even to the 
Second War. ^

In music, Schonberg's pupil Webern — subtle and terse as Klee — 
had been working since 1909, (here the first of his Opus 9 pieces), 
toward an ultimate suspension of modernity. But could either 
Klee or Webern take up the starred secrets of Rilke's Symbolist 
journey? (fade Webern)

116) Lehmbruck 1911, Kneeling Woman, Municipal Museum, Duisburg (with video 
detail)

116a) Same, Woman, detail of Head
MUSIC: Berg 1935, from Vln Concerto, Pt.II, before Death Agony,
---------------------------------- ;------  Philips ST 802 785 LY

For that transcendence of Romantic, "we, wasters of sorrow", 
turn in music to Berg's 1935 Violin Concerto on the death of 
Manon Gropius; and in art, why not to Lehmbruck, prodigy of the 
mining Ruhr, who modelled this Kneeling Woman in 1911, about 
when the roar of the Adriatic ^ave Rilke the opening of the First 
Elegy, "Who, if I cried out, would hear me, among the angelic

C.G« Bell
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orders?", and soon after, of the Tenth: "That I, issuing at last 
from destroying visions/ May break into jubillant praise for 
assenting angels."

}^2\1913, Ascendant Youth, detail, Mun. Mus., Duisburg 
117a} Same, Youth, whole Lslides opposite order}

With Lehmbruck's Ascendant Youth of 1913, sorrow stretches like
Rilke's "tall teartrees", his "fields of blossoming', sadness", up
toward the stars of "the Land of Pain:..." (fade and skin tn

_____ ____ ___ ~ death agonv)
Varrlor, cement. Museum, Puleburg 

The Great War whelmed Lehmbruck in the 1916 Fallen Warrior.
Such in Berg's Concerto, is the last agony of Manon Gropius. But 
when the Berg, from that 12 tone struggle, feels its way toward 
Bach's hymn to death, "Es ist genug",

119) Lehmbruck 1918, Praying Woman, cement, Duisburg
_119a) Same, Praying woman, detail of head_______________________________

it is as if Lehmbruck had brought from war itself his 1918 Praying 
Girl) or Rilke, in bhat rock gorge, discovered the spring of joy: 
**die Quelle der Freude:*

They stand at the foot of the range.
And there she embraces him weeping.
Alone he climbs to the mountains of primal pain.
And never once does his step resound from the soundless fate.

(fade Bero)
120) Lehmbruck 1918, Heads of Lovers, cement, Duisburg
120a) Variant of 119, Praying Woman, Kunsthalle, Hamburg (CGB '86) (with 

video detail)
120b) Again 120, Heads of Lovers, detail

MUSIC: same Bero, close
i*' Lehmbruck's final Heads of Loves, already breathing 

the Orphism of his suicide, that we scale (with the close of the 
Berg, and of the Rilke), the height of Between Wars — a mystery 
we claim — earth wrinkling behind us like a pricked balloon.
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And yet, were they waking a likeness yithin us, the endlessly
look, they'd be pointing, perhaps, to the catkins, hanging 
from empty hazels, or else they'd be meaning the rain that falls on the dark earth in the early Spring.
— der fallt auf dunkles Erdreich im friiVijahr —

And we, who have always thought 
of happiness climbing, would feel 
the emotion that almost startles 
when happiness falls.

I

Und wir, die an steiaendes Gluck 
denken, empfanden die Rtihrung, die iins beinah destfirzt, wenn ein GlAckliches fSllt.

(close of Berg)


